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S.No Subject Home work 

 
1 English 

 

1. A Dewdrop 

Cut stars of different sizes from thin cardboard. Paint them and decorate with 

glitter or sequins. Paste one end of a short thread on each star. Hang your stars 

at home or in school. Use an adult’s help when required. 

2. The Cloud 

Form three groups. Make tiny cloud, little cloud and big cloud by dipping 

cotton balls or old cloth in the correct colours. Paste these on chart paper and 

display them in class. Notice how different each cloud is and why. 

3. Loony Moony Teeny 

Draw a picnic basket and the things you would carry in it. If you were going 

on a trip with Loony and Moony. Colour the picture. 

2 Hindi 

 
1    izfrfnulekpkjlqudjeq[; fcanqvksadksfy[ksa    
2    izfrfnu ,distlqys[k fy[ksa 
3    {k] =] K] J la;qDrO;atuksa dk iz;ksxdjrsgq, pkj&pkj 
“kCnfy[ksaA 
4    fganhfxurh 1 ls 100 rdvadksavkSj “kCnksaesafy[ksaA 
5    ckjgeghuksa ds uke faganhesafy[kdjdaBLFkdjsaA 
 
 

3 Math 

 

1. Solve the worksheet in book. (Page no. 22) 

2. Learn multiplication tables 2 to 12.  

3. Solve the worksheet given. 

4 Science 

 

1. Draw and label the excretory system of human being. 

2. Explain blood vessels. 

3.Draw the organs of abdomen and chest. 

4.Write the location of kidney in human being. 

5 Social 

Science 

 

1. On a world map mark the continents and oceans neatly. Learn their spelling 

thoroughly. 

2. List the national symbols of India and write one sentence on each. 

3. Draw a neat labelled diagram of the Solar System. 

 

6 IT � Complete Think and Tell (page no. 7) 

� Find information about an AI-powered sleeping mask and write in the 

space provided in your book. 
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Work Sheet (MCQ) 

1. What is 93 rounded to the nearest ten?  

 

a) 100                   b) 95                        c) 90     d) 93  

 

2. What is the place value of the 7 in the following number?    3,475 

 

a) 3 Thousands   b) 7 Thousands   c) 7 Hundreds    d) 7 Tens 

 

3. Choose the correct number in the blank.  

 

7,000 + ___________   + 90 + 8 = 7,098 

 

a) 000      b) 900     c) 90    d) 700  

 

4. How is Eight Thousand Seventy-Six written in standard form?  

 

a) 8,076    b) 8,067   c) 8,706  d) 8,760  

 

5. What will be the greatest 4- digit number by using these digits without repeating?   5,3,0,3 

 

a) 3305    b) 5303   c) 5033   d) 5330 

 

6. What will be the Roman Number for 57?  

 

a) LXVII   b) XLVII   c) LVII    d)  None of these  

 

7. What is the face value of 4 in the number?       4,566 

 

a) 4     b) 4,000   c)  40   d) None of these  

 

8. Which of the choices represents Six Thousand Forty-Nine in standard form?  

 

a) 649        b) 6000+40+99   c) 60049   d) 6049 

 

9. Compare: 7963    _________   7693 

 

a) >    b) <   c) +    d) =  

 

10. What will be the Hindu – Arabic number for XL?  

 

a)  50    b) 40   c) 60   d)70 

 

******************************************************************************** 


